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Abstract
Background: Problem of obesity is rapidly growing worldwide. Obesity is the prime cause for several
non-communicable diseases. It is a multi-factorial disease and the treatment in the modern medicine has
many side effects. Hence more research is desired for prevention and control of obesity within the
complementary and alternative systems of medicine.
Aim: To find out the references of obesity in the ancient Indian yoga texts.
Materials and Methods: There are various symptoms attributes and associations for obesity. These were
compiled and checked for their descriptions and references at different contexts in ancient yoga texts.
Ancient yoga texts like Jäbäladarçanopaniñad Çvetaçvetaropanisad Haöhayogapradépika Patanjali yoga
sutra were referred.The associations and attributes of obesity were interpreted with reference to recent
studies.
Results: Obesity is recognized and addressed in several ancient yoga texts directly or indirectly.
Conclusion: Attributes and associations of Obesity can be seen in several ancient yoga texts, such as
Jäbäladarçanopaniñad Çvetaçvetaropanisad Haöhayogapradépika and Patanjali yoga sutra. In yoga
practice there is an integrated approach considering body and mind together, and treatment of disease is
from its root. The probable reason of recent obesity increase can be interpreted in light of living away
from nature, Ähära Vihära Viçränti triangle, and urbanization. These pointers may lead to new lines of
research on integrated aspects of yoga, for management of obesity.
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Introduction
The problem of obesity is increasing worldwide and it is a platform for many diseases [1].
There are references of obesity found in the ancient Indian texts. The attributes of obesity are
indirectly inherent in the Haṭhayogā texts. The ancient Haṭhayogā texts mention many
attributes of obesity while describing the various yoga practices. At many places in the yoga
texts, it is indicated that symptoms of obesity will be removed by certain yoga practices [2, 3].
Also associations of obesity are found in subtle manner with philosophical and poetic
presentations. Further, it is noted that there are adverse effects in the current obesity treatments
and it is prudent to explore the further clinical research possibilities for prevention of obesity
[4]
.
The word yoga was originated from the Sanskrit word Yuj, which means to join or connect.
This refers to connecting of individual consciousness to universal consciousness. Yoga also
means the control of mind. Obesity is caused by imbalance in energy intake and energy
expenditure by lack of control over mind. Lack of mastery over mind is the source of many
diseases including obesity, with reference to the energy intake and energy expenditure [5, 6].
The Taitareya Upaniñad defines five layers of human consciousness and presents the
Pancakoça theory [7]. The diseases originate from the mental layer or Manomaya koça due to
the excessive excitation of thought flux, which in turn make imbalances of präëa in
Präëamaya koça. The imbalance and disharmony will be further transferred to physical body
or Annamaya koça. Several layers of consciousness will be addressed by yoga practices and
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the illness is removed from the origin. Mastery over mind to
deal with the stress may reduce the carvings for junk food and
physical inactivity which may help in obesity control [8].
The ancient Indian texts like Vedä, Upaniñad, Upaveda,
Vedämga (e.g. Puräëa Itihäsa) Bhagavat Géta are huge
treasure of knowledgehe yoga texts which are part of the
ancient scriptures, give many references on obesity and its
attributes directly and indirectly, while describing various
yoga practices. The ancient Indian texts highlight the
requirements of integrated approach of mind body medicine
and concept of living close to the nature, which include
physical activities [9].
The awareness on physical exercise was prevalent in the
ancient India [10]. The yoga practices existed in the ancient
Indian subcontinent as per previous studies. In the Indus
Saraswati valley civilization the terracotta sculptures of
Mohanjodara and Harappa had the postures which indicated
hints of certain Äsana. The Paçupaté seal discovered in
Mohanjodara has three heads and is attributed to Lord çiva,
who is associated with origin of yoga [11]. Hence apart from
ancient Ayurveda texts, quality medical knowledge about
obesity was prevalent in the other scriptural texts [12] including
yoga texts. Thus it is prudent to search the obesity aspects in
the ancient yoga texts.
Methodology
Study was done to find out the obesity aspects discussed in
the ancient texts with special reference to ancient yoga texts.
The Table 1 gives the details of major ancient yoga texts in
which obesity attributes and references are compiled.
Ähära Vihära Viçränti Triangle and its balance
Ähära Vihära and Viçränti constitute the three sides of a
conceptual triangle of harmonious human existence. Ähära
denotes all the inputs to the body through various sense
organs. Vihära represents the activities including yoga
practices of Äsana Präëäyäma, Süryanamaskära etc. Viçränti
is the aspect of relaxation and sleep. The Sleep quality is an
important factor in the regulation of fat accumulation [13] and
relaxation and awareness is essential in every yoga practice.
Balance of all three sides of the triangle is the natural state of
living. Yoga itself is defined as balance in all the activities [14].
Thus with balance in Ähära Vihära Viçränti, the body
disorders will be reduced and person moves to natural state of
living.
Food as oblation
As per Upaniñad, food should not be eaten with passion, and
the act of eating is a sacrifice. Food is nothing but oblation as
per Upaniñad. It is the conscious divine being within, the real
eater of the food, to whom the oblation offered. It is the
Agnihotra sacrifice offered to the Ätman in the Präëa in the
form of food. The Maiträyaëi Upaniñad says that both the
mind and food should be purified before eating. The eater of
the food should be conscious that universal atman is the real
eater of the food. The Vaiçvanara is the real giver of the life
to everyone and He is the eater of all foods. The Vaiçvanara
Agni is the fire that digests food. The Äruëika Upaniñad says
that food should be eaten as medicine. The food is eaten only
to maintain life and not for sake of enjoyment. Hence one
should eat only minimum quantity of food sufficient to

maintain life and not to satisfy the passion. Food is called
Anna, since it is eaten by all beings and it eats all things in
the form of Präëa, the eater of food as per Taitareya
Upaniñad [7].
Recognition of obesity in yoga texts
As per Patanjali Yoga sutra, Avidya (ignorance) is the root
cause of all Kleças (all miseries including body mind
disorders) [15]. The removal of the Kleças and attainment of
Samädhi is the goal of yoga practice. Further the Haöha Yoga
texts, like Haöhayogapradépika, Gheeraëòa Samhita Çiva
Saàhita, Haöha Ratnävali, Yoga Taraìgiëi, Vaçiñöh Saàhita,
recognize obesity as a disorder and mention practices for
reducing the difficulties. Even though therapy is not the
primary objective, from the symptoms described in these
texts, it can be concluded that obesity is well recognized and
addressed. The Haöhayogapradépika [2, 3] has four chapters
namely Äsana Präëäyäma Mudra Bandha and Samädhi with
total about 390 Çloka (four lines).
It contains numerous references directly and indirectly on
physical body, such as overweight, control of obesity, fat
metabolism, eating disorder, over-eating, thirst and hunger
disorder, sleep disorder, gastric fire, lethargy laziness, body
beauty, leanness enlargement of body organs, power of body
reduction etc. Many of the çloka are embedded with hidden
meanings metaphors and poetic pointers to obesity.
Discussions
Direct references
Various yoga texts were searched for references of obesity
and found that many of the texts were mentioning the
attributes of obesity as compiled in Table-1
Obesity referrences in Haöhayogapradépika
The ancient yoga text of Haöhayogapradépika explicitly
mentions that symptoms of obesity will be reduced by yoga
practices.
The first chapter in Haöhayogapradépika deals with Äsana or
postures and it is mentioned that by practicing Äsana one will
get stability health and lightness of the body.
hQSy àwma¼Tvadasn< pUvRmuCyte,
k…yaRÄdasn< SwEyRmaraeGy< ca¼-la"vm!. 19. hQ,yae,à 1-19
Haöhasya prathamäìgatvädÄsanaà pürvamucyate |
Kuryättadäsanaà sthairyamÄrogyaà cäìga-läghavam ||
19|| Haöha|Yopra 1-19
It may be noted that Haöhayogapradépika emphasize the
lightness of body in addition to the mention of the term
Ärogyaà or health. The lightness includes flexibility of joints
and fat dissipation. This is the first çloka of the first chapter
and the importance of haöhayoga practices for controlling
obesity is underlined. Further, in chapter two, it is stated that
after doing yoga Naòi or energy vessels will become pure and
body will become lean and bright.
yda tu nafI-zuiÏ> SyaÄwa icûain baýt>,
kaySy k«zta kaiNtStda jayte iniítm!. 19. hQ,yae,à 2-19
Yadä tu näòé-çuddhiù Syättathä cihnäni bähyataù |
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Käyasya kåçatä käntiStadä jäyate niçcitam || 19||
Haöha|Yopra 2-19
The first and foremost sign of the purification of the näòi is
the Käyasya Kåçatä or the leanness of the physical body.
These statements underline the outcome of Präëäyäma
relevant to obesity.
Further regarding the indications of success on practicing
Haöhayoga, following is mentioned.
vpu> k«zTv< vdne àsÚta nad-S)…qTv< nyne suinmRle,
Araegta ibNÊ-jyae=i¶-dIpn< nafI-ivzuiÏhRQ-isiÏ-l][m!. 78.
hQ,yae,à 2-78
Vapuù kåçatvaà vadane prasannatä Näda-sphuöatvaà
nayane sunirmale |
Arogatä
bindu-jayo'gni-dépanaà
Näòé-viçuddhirhaöhasiddhi-lakñaëam || 78|| Haöha|Yopra 2-78
In the above verse, first out of eight symptoms of success in
haöhayoga are mentioned as leanness of body. Also mentioned
are freshness of face, health, improved digestion and others
which are attributes of non-obesity.
While describing Mayüräsana, a yoga posture, it is said that
this practice will destroy all diseases, abdominal disorders,
indigestion and regulates appetite, and other symptoms which
are observed in obesity. Also Haöhayogapradépika says that
by doing Paçcimatänäsana the abdomen will become flat and
thus obesity will be reduced. It is said that this Äsana is the
best among Äsanas and by this practice the Präëa currents
will raise through Suñmuna Naòi and digestive power will be
increased. The overeating is a disorder as per
Haöhayogapradépika. As per Haöhayogapradépika, overeating
is the first negativity which will destroy the success of yoga.
Thus the Haöhayogapradépika emphasizes that yoga practices
are applicable for obesity control. The Haöhayogapradépika [2,
3]
, text was searched and it was observed that more than
fifteen percentage of the çloka (having four lines) of
Haṭhayogapradīpikā contains some or other attributes of
obesity.
Subtle references of disease in Ågveda
In Ågveda there are reference of medicine and natural living,
though not specific to obesity. In maëöala 1 sükta 23 gives
prayer for water as a medicine [16]. It is stated that “the
ambrosia is within the water; all the medicines are within it.
Further it is said that the medicines of entire universe are
within water”. Modern knowledge also emphasizes that food
and water system has huge impact on prevention of obesity.
[17]
Ågveda might have given directions of development of the
knowledge in yoga and naturopathy. In maëöala 10 sükta 163
of, it is said that “Oh patient I remove all the diseases from
your organs of excretion, the large bowel, heart, small bowel,
both kidneys, liver and from other viscera” [18]. It is a prayer
to Agni to remove all bad deeds committed while awake and
sleep (means consciously and unconsciously). Also it is a
prayer to Agni to remove the thoughts (haphazard and
uncontrolled thoughts) and to make the mind still and
tranquil. Recent studies also reveal that the weight loss is

associated with improvements in mood and psychological
states [19].
References of obesity in Upaniñads
Çvetäçvetara Upaniñad
The Çvetäçvetara Upaniñad [20], gives the symptoms of a
successful yogi as below.
l"uTvmaraeGymlaelupTvm! v[Ràsad< SvrsaEòv< c,
gNx> zuÉae mUÇpurI;mLp< yaegàv&iÄ< àwm< vdiNt. ñeta %p - 2-13
Laghutvamärogyamalolupatvam
svarasauñöavaà ca |
Gandhaù
çubho
mütrapuréñamalpaà
prathamaà vadanti|| Çvetä Upa - 2-13

Varëaprasädaà
Yogapravåttià

The first sign of success in yoga is that yogi will have
laghutvam or lightness of the body. Further it is said that yogi
will have ärogyam or positive health, bright complexion,
sweet voice, good smell in the body (Çubha Gandhaù) etc.
These indicate that the obesity was recognized and addressed
during that time. It is also relevant to note that the lightness of
the body is specially emphasized here in addition to mention
of positive health. This is one of the early references on yoga
and obesity. Further the symptoms of obesity such as
perspiration and bad smell from body due to fat, fatigue, and
craving for enjoyment (including taking excessive food) are
indirectly indicated here. Recent studies conclude that mild
hypo hydration impairs the sweating responses and this is
exacerbated in obese [21, 22]. Further control of appetite
regulation and food carvings has significant role in obesity as
per the studies [23].
Jäbäla darçanopaniñad
Jäbäla darçanopaniñad which is also one of the early
upaniñads deals with obesity aspects in similar manner as in
Çvetäçvetara Upaniñad. Jäbäla darçanopaniñad mentions as
below.
nafIzuiÏmvaßaeit p&wkœ icûaepli]t>,
zrIrl"uta dIiÝvRûejaRQrvitRn>, 4. 11, iï jabaldzRnaepin;t!,
näòéçuddhimaväpnoti påthak cihnopalakñitaù |
çaréralaghutä
déptirvahnerjäöharavartinaù||
ñri
jabaladarçana üpaniçad 4-11
It is stated that after attaining the näòéçuddhi or cleanliness of
life force vessels, symptoms of lightness of body and better
functioning of digestion etc. will be visible.Recent studies
have establised links between digestion in obesity and
metabolic disorders [24].
Hence the above two early üpaniçads catagorically states the
benefits of yoga practice for control of obesity and underline
the attributes of obesity.
Ayurveda texts
In Ayurveda texts, Sthaulyā or obesity is discussed in detail.
The Sthaulyā is derived from the root Sthu, the suffix which
stands for thick, solid, big or bulky [25]. In the Caraka Saàhita
chapter 21 sloka 3, eight types of undesirable personalities are
described and one of them is overweight / obesity [26]. Hence
obesity is considered as one of the disease as per Caraka
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Saàhita. It is described that obese will have less longevity,
slowness in movement, weakness, emitting bad smell of body
due to sweating, sexual weakness, more hunger and thirst.
These are the distinct characteristics given by Caraka Saàhita
for obesity [26]. By applying concepts of Ayurveda, one can
get more understanding in yoga practices [27] and here obesity
attributes given in ancient yoga texts are found similar to
Ayurveda texts.
Vedämta Texts
As per the ancient text, Pancadaçi, chapter two çloka 12, the
mind is the ruler of the ten organs of senses and actions [28].
Mind is also called an internal organ or Antakarana. There
are triguëa properties of mind, which are Satva Rajas and
Tamas. Based on the Guëa operating, the quality of mind will
be different. Heaviness will be the characteristic of Tamas and
lightness will be of satva. Randomized controlled studies
have shown the influence of yoga on guëa [29].
Bhagavat géta
Concept moderation in quantity and quality of food is
emphasized in Bhagavat géta. There will be effect of food on
the mind. The types of food are classified as Satvä Rajas and
Tamas. Bhagavat géta which is the cream of all scriptures has
very deep meanings and the verses can be interpreted in the
terms of nutrition metabolism and endocrinology which are
relevant to obesity [30, 14]. As per the Bhagavat géta, person
who has moderation in food, exercise, entertainment, sleep
and wakefulness will be healthy. Thus Bhagavat géta gives
very subtle information for the prevention of diseases and
sorrow [31].
Bhartruhari texts
As per texts of Bhartruhari hunger, sleep, fear, procreation
are common to man and animals [14] The Buddhi is special to
man. Person who does not have Buddhi is considered similar
to animal. The importance of Vijïänamaya Koça, which is the
discriminative consciousness, is emphasized, to have mastery
over instincts and feelings. The instincts and feeling are the
unbalance of mind leading to disorders in mind and body.
Yoga Vasiñöha
Yoga Vasiñöha, is an ancient yoga text with about 32,000
verses written in the form of question and answers. As per
Yoga Vasiñöha diseases are classified into two Ädhija or
Anadhija. Adhija disease is divided into two namely essential
(suffering of birth cycles etc.) or Sära and general or
Sämänya. In the Sämanya the root cause of disease is agitated
mind and stress. Obesity can be considered under this
category. Yoga Vasiñöha emphasizes the importance of
stillness of mind [32] since mind is the root cause for all
diseases. It is stated that
mn> àzmnaepay> yaeg #TyiÉxIyte, yae, va 3-9-32
Manaù praçamanopäyaù Yoga ityabhidhéyate | Yo | Vä 3-932.

The sense of self is the seed of universe. From the seed all the
world came into existence and the world is unfolding in the
mind, as per Yoga Vasiñöha. This indicates that the control of
mind is the solution for the human sufferings. This is
especially applicable to obesity since the lack of stillness of
mind will lead to excessive eating and faulty life style [19].
Patanjali yoga sutra
Patanjali yoga sutra described disease or Heya- suffering,
Hetu - the cause of suffering, Häna - relief from suffering and
Hanopäya - methodology for treatment for suffering. Control
over modification of citta is required for healthy life. All
diseases are from wrong identification of ‘Self’ due to
Ignorance or Avidya. Further Sage Patanjali mentions about
super natural powers in Chapter three of Patanjali yoga sutra
as below.
k{Qkªpe ]uiTppasainv&iÄ>. 30.p, yae, sU 3-30
Kaëöhaküpe kñutpipäsänivåttiù || 30|Pa| Yo| Sü 3-30
One gains control over thirst and hunger by doing Saàyama
on throat. Cessation of hunger and thirst is important for
control of obesity because eating disorder is one of the
primary causes leading to overweight. Sage Patanjali in the
next aphorism systematically put forth another symptom of
obesity which is instability. By performing Saàyama on the
tortoise shaped Kurma Näòi or life force vessel, below the
throat, (bronchial tube) the steadiness of the body is achieved.
It may be noted that the Viçuddhi Cakra and the thyroid
endocrine glands located at the throat well, have direct
influence on metabolism and fat disposition. The Viçuddhi
Cakra which will give the cooling effect is essential for the
calmness of the body and mind and balancing of
parasympathetic nervous system. As per the modern science
function of thyroid has importance in regulation of fat
metabolism [33].
In the ancient times by seeing the präëic body, different
illnesses were diagnosed. There is a difference in opinion
about the exact location of the Kurma Näòi. Vyäsa and
Väcaspati interpreted that the Kurma Näòi, is within the chest
which could be sternum [15] Recent studies also shows
association between obesity and asthma and effect of central
obesity on allergic sensitization [34].
Further Sage Patanjali says that,
smanjyaJJvlnm!. 40.p, yae, sU 3-40
Samänajayäjjvalanam || 40|Pa| Yo| Sü 3-40
By doing Saàyama on Samäna Präëa gastric fire and
capacity for digestion is enhanced. This aphorism is also a
relevant pointer towards regulation of fat metabolism. Further
it is mentioned that,
ttae=i[maidàaÊÉaRv> kaysMpÄÏmaRniÉ"atí. 45.p,yae, sU 3-45
Tato'ëimädiprädurbhävaù
käyasampattaddharmänabhighätaçca || 45|Pa| Yo| Sü 3-45
Sage Patanjali refers to the eight Mahä Siddhi obtained by
mastery over the Panca Bhuta or five elements. The Aëima is
ability to make the physical body as small as an atom. Here
Sage Patanjali refers as Aëimädi Siddhi. There are eight
Siddhis and Laghima among them, is very relevant attribute
for non-obesity. The eight Mahä Siddhi will manifest after
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Seedless Samädhi. The mentioning of Aëima as the first
Siddhi along with pointers on sufferings and solutions for the
sufferings indicate that Sage Patanjali has considered obesity
also among the physical disorders. Studies shows that
metabolic heterogeneity among obese may be attributable to
difference in adipose cell size [35] and reduction of size in
cellular level is relevant to obesity.
Further Sage Patanjali says that the perfection of body and
beauty is obtained by mastery over the five elements.
êplav{yblv¿s<hnnTvain kaysMpt!. 46.p, yae, sU 3-46
Rüpalävaëyabalavajrasaàhananatväni käyasampat || 46|Pa|
Yo| Sü 3-46
Above Sütra give hints on achieving perfection of body with
mastery of Bhuta. The qualities of the body depend on the
action of five elements or Bhuta. The person who is master of
the five elements can regulate the processes taking place in
the body. When defects caused by accumulated Karma are
removed, the body becomes beautiful. The imperfections in
the physical body are due to disharmony and obstructions.
These are removed by attaining perfections [36]. Further
scientific studies show that in spite of variations in
descriptions on beauty, as a marker of health, the smaller
waist was an invariant symbol of beauty which transcends
across the cultures and historical times [37]. Small waist is
symbol of anti-obesity.
Life style away from nature
Due to urbanization industrialization and technological
development mankind is moving away from the nature and
natural living and the various body disorders are getting
developed [38]. The sugar, an energy dense food item, was

developed in large scale, as part of technological development
and is closely associated to obesity. There is mention of sugar
cane cultivation and preparation described in Ätharv Veda [39].
Though ancient India was having sugar and sugar rich food
items the obesity increase is of the recent past, may be due to
urbanization and life style modifications along with large
scale consumption of sugar [39].
In India obesity is increasing in urban areas due to increased
energy dense food intake, due to availability of energy dense
foods and lack of physical exercise [40] and increasing
sedentary life. In nutshell, all above aspects are part of life
style which is away from nature. Traditionally the problem of
obesity was not considered with much severity in India due to
concern of under nutrition [4]. Now there is more relevance to
natural living [16] in the context of obesity increase. There are
studies of various dimensions of artificial living and increase
in obesity. Recent study showed that exposure to artificial
light at night is a contributing factor for increase of worldwide obesity [41].
The process of obesity increase parallel to non-natural living
and technological development is condensed and given in
Figure 1.
This study is one of the early studies reviewing exclusively
the obesity attributes in the ancient yoga texts with special
references to early Upaniñads like Jäbäladarçanopaniñad
Çvetaçvetaropanisad and classical yoga texts like
Haöhayogapradépika and Patanjali yoga sutra. Further attempt
is made to understand the rise of obesity in the present times
as detailed in Table-2.
Also this study was limited to the available texts and their
English translations.

Fig 1: Away from Nature and Development of obesity
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Table 1: Ancient texts with references on direct/indirect attributes of obesity.
List of yoga texts having direct/indirect obesity references
Jäbäladarçanopaniñad Çvetaçvetaropanisad
Taitareya Upaniñad
Kaöha upaniñad
Maiträyaëi Upaniñad
Äruëika Upaniñad
Pancadaçi
Bhagavat géta
Patanjali yoga sutra
Yogaväçiñöha/
Vaçiñöha saàhita
Haṭhayogā texts:
Haöhayogapradépika
Gheeraëòa samhita
Çiva saàhita
Yoga taraìgiëi
Haöha ratnävali
Siddhasiddhänta paddhati/
Goorakña çatakam
Haöha tatva kaumudi
Haöha saìkeeta candrika

Typical obesity attributes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Conclusions
The ancient yoga texts have several references of obesity
mentioned directly and indirectly. In this article, the various
attributes and associations of obesity are discussed with
reference to the various ancient yoga texts such as
Jäbäladarçanopaniñad
Çvetaçvetaropanisad
Haöhayogapradépika and Patanjali yoga sutra. It was
observed that more than fifteen percentages of the çlokas of
Haṭhayogapradīpikā contains some or other attributes of
obesity.
Further attempt is made to interpret the rise of obesity in the
present times, with respect to life away from nature. Decoding
various hints from these ancient texts may lead to new lines of
research, for the management of obesity.
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